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Long Eaves, Rhythm of Beams
Encouraged

Stubby Overhangs, No Detail
Discouraged



Stone Base Steps Out with Detail
Encouraged

Stem Wall in from Siding Above
Discouraged





FIRST AMENDMENT TO
THE BLACK BOULDER MESA

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS

 The undersigned, being all of the members of the Architectural Committee for The Black Boulder Mesa 
(the “Architectural Committee”), hereby amend The Black Boulder Mesa Residential Development Standards (the 
“Development Standards”) which was recorded on October 23, 1997 as Entry No.217211 in Book 336 at Pages 587-613 
in the records of the Garfield County Recorder, in the following particulars:

WITNESSETH

 A. Section 6.6 of the Development Standards authorizes the Architectural Committee to unilaterally amend the 
Development Standards in any manner and for any reason.

 NOW THEREFORE, pursuant to the authority granted in Section 6.6 of the Development Standards, the 
Architectural Committee hereby amends the Development Standards as follows:

 1. Section 2.16 is hereby deleted and is replaced by the following:

 2.16  Lighting.  Lighting is an important feature of site development, inside and out, and must be installed and 
controlled in a way that it does not make the structures or the site unduly visible off-site or to the neighbors or unduly 
interfere with the nighttime views of the sky. Therefore, lighting must be used sensitively for specific purposes and in 
specific ways as approved by the Architectural Committee. In all cases, including inside and outside lighting, exposed 
bulbs and other light sources are prohibited. They must be hooded, recessed, shielded or pointed at the ground to 
light a specific area and avoid undue glare. No light sources can be visible off-site. Floodlights, high intensity lights, 
and high wattage yard lights are specifically prohibited. Further examples are: Outside lighting, whenever possible, 
shall be situated lower to the ground simply to light the path, as opposed to higher and generalized. When the property 
is unoccupied, or the outside lighting is not being specifically used as a visual aid to guide human occupants on the 
outside, or the occupants are retired for the evening, all outside lighting shall be turned off. Accent lighting to highlight 
trees and other landscaping features, if any, shall be lower in wattage, discrete and only be used for active enjoyment 
by the occupants, as opposed to on a timer and used indiscriminately. Any inside lighting that is visible from the outside 
through windows or other openings must be mitigated according to the same criteria. Interior night lights used when the 
occupants are retired for the evening must be low in wattage and not visible through any of the primary or bay windows. 
No lighting by an owner may occur adjacent to the right-of-way without the approval of the Architectural Committee. 
Additional site lighting is permitted within a Building Envelope, provided such lighting does not result in undue glare and it 
complies with the foregoing. Approved methods for moderating outside and inside lighting, such as indirect, low intensity, 
located near the ground, shielded and hooded from upward glare, and other mitigating methods can be provided by the 
Committee upon request. 

 2.  Section 3.4 is hereby deleted and is replaced by the following:

 3.4  Height Of Structures.  Building height for residences (exclusive of chimneys or other protrusions approved 
by the Architectural Committee) shall not exceed 14 feet as measured above natural grade directly below the point 
in question. The Architectural Committee has the authority to grant a variance to this requirement on a particular site 
depending upon where the structure is proposed, how visible it would be to anyone viewing it from offsite, and the 
particular demands of the site and the proposed design. A primary element that this section is intended to prevent 
or mitigate is two story vertical wall massing on flat sites or on sites that have a high degree of visibility offsite. The 
Architectural Committee has substantial leeway, however, in interpreting this section for sloping sites or sites and designs 
that have limited exposure offsite. 

 3. Section 3.5 is hereby deleted and is replaced by the following:

 3.5  Use Of Native Stone. Native stone of some variety found in the greater region, of which there are several 
types, colors and shapes, is required on each residence. The rule is to require a minimum of 50 % stone as the exterior 
wall surface, defined as those solid wall areas exclusive of window wall square footage. Small isolated windows will be 
counted as solid wall. This is a general guideline, and in practice, some designs may be required to have an even greater 
percentage of stone. Most important is the overall integrity of the design patterns used and the vernacular style chosen 
by the homeowner and architect. For instance, a Classic Low Pitched Gable Roof (see character sketch in Schedule 
One) design vernacular may use a battered stone comer pattern, or stone wainscot pattern, each of which could be 
successful with 50% stone, and having wood, stucco, or patinaed metal make up the rest of the wall surface. However, 



an Anasazi inspired pueblo style, using mostly parapetted massing, may need to be substantially veneered in stone for the 
pattern to have any consistent validity. One might use stucco under deeply recessed window sills, or on wall areas under 
covered portals, but an arbitrary mixing of stone parapetted forms with parapetted masses in other materials may appear 
too haphazard and inconsistent. The same can apply to an arbitrary mixture of stucco and stone that feels to random 
even though it meets the 50% rule. There will always be exceptions to any rule, and in rare cases the Architectural Review 
Committee may actually approve designs with less than 50% stone if the patterns result in sufficient site integration 
and create a strongly rooted visual connection to the earth. For instance, an organic adobe brick wall, with all openings 
detailed to show its true thickness and inherent unevenness, may work fine with a stucco finish as shown in the Trading 
Post Pueblo Character Sketch (working in tandem with some stone), but a similar plan constructed with wood framing or 
rigid concrete block will always appear too flat to have the same stucco finish be approvable. In general, the simpler and 
“boxier” the form, the more modern the materials used, and the fewer overhangs created to develop shadowed interest 
in massing, the greater the requirement for stone texture will be. Various examples of this are found in Schedule One 
hereto. Stone with moss or lichen or other mottling on the facing surface is encouraged. Artificial stone or exotic stone not 
commonly associated with and organic to the region are prohibited. 

 4. Section 3.6 is hereby deleted and is replaced by the following:
 
 3.6  Exterior Colors.  The color of exterior materials must generally be subdued and blend with the natural 
landscape. The darker earth tones are recommended and accent tones must be compatible. The LRV or light reflective 
value of any color will be given weight and any material or color with an LRV exceeding 40 (forty) will be prohibited. White 
or light trim on windows, fascia or other details or any combination of colors tending to show up at a distance and create 
a “candy-striping” effect, are also prohibited. This does not mean that the color should match; in fact, dissimilar materials 
should have different yet compatible colors, much as one observes in nature. An entirely monotone wall(s) will also stand 
out against the natural color variation in it’s environmental backdrop and must be mitigated, for example, the committee 
may require that stucco walls use a product or technique or both in construction to create a “mottled, blended or aged” 
effect rather than a solid monotone surface depending upon other factors such as the size, shape, location, visibility and 
surrounds of the wall(s) in question.

 5. Section 3.7 is hereby deleted and is replaced by the following:

 3.7 Windows And Skylights. The glass of windows and skylights must not be highly reflective, nor may their 
frames consist of reflective material that is left unfinished. This especially applies to aluminum frames which must be 
anodized or finished with baked enamel. The frames must be within the darker range of colors so as not to contrast 
tonality too much with the adjacent wall material color, thus avoiding any “candy striping” effect. This does not mean that 
the color should match; in fact, dissimilar materials should have different yet compatible colors, much as one observes 
in nature. It is also recommended that closely located groups of windows be actually composed together. Most window 
manufacturers have break metal that matches their cladding, and can be used as mullion covers if wood trim is not 
desired. Either wood trim or matching metal mull covers are preferable to thin stripes of stucco between groups of 
windows in a wall or at building corners. If windows are to be separated by a “massive” material like stucco or stone, this 
mass should be at least 16” or more. 

 6. Section 3.13 is hereby added to Section III as follows. It is intended to modify or change Schedule One of the 
Residential Design Standards, as well as any other provision previously recorded with which it may conflict: 

 3.13  Roofing Materials, Configuration and Colors. All bare or painted metal roofing material whether standing 
seam, flat, shingle or other configuration is disallowed due to their reflective nature. Exceptions may be made by the 
Architectural Committee for rusted metal or copper upon application by the owner giving adequate assurance that the rust 
or patina will cover and be capable of taking away the glare. Membrane roofing will be allowed on flat roof designs and not 
on exposed pitched roofs. Large monotone roof masses are discouraged. Smaller roof masses are encouraged working at 
slightly different elevations and configurations. Light colors are discouraged and darker colors that blend in with the trees 
are encouraged. Flat roofs with parfait walls are encouraged, and can be required by the Committee, on those portions of 
any structure that front the rim on top of the Mesa or on other sites with a high degree of offsite visibility. 

 7. Section 3.14 is hereby added to Section  III as follows. It is intended to modify or change Schedule One of the 
Residential Design Standards, as well as any other provision previously recorded with which it may conflict: 

 3.14  Variances. The Architectural Committee is empowered to grant reasonable variances to any of the 
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS for good cause shown. The burden is on the owner/applicant to 
demonstrate a lack of adverse impacts off-site to the committee. All requests for such a variance shall be submitted 
during the initial, thumbnail sketch phase of the approvals process and prior to the owner becoming vested and invested 



in a particular design. The Committee may require the owner/applicant to erect a simple visual aid in the form of flagging 
or temporary scaffolding or other means of assessing the off-site impacts of the requested variance. The Committee 
will entertain a request for a variance from a potential owner as to a specific site in advance of purchase. Any variance 
granted will be made a part of the purchase agreement and binding on both parties. Otherwise, nothing contained herein 
shall vest any rights in any other owners as to any particular variance and each variance shall be site specific and applied 
only to a particular structure or element thereof. 
 This amendment shall be effective upon recording in the office of the Garfield County Recorder.  Except to the 
extent specifically modified herein, the Development Standards shall remain in full force and effect.

 
 DATED:  February ___, 2005.  THE BLACK BOULDER MESA ARCHITECTURAL COMMITTEE

      
      By _________________________________
        Curtis K. Oberhansly

      
      By _________________________________
        Mark M. Austin

      
      By _________________________________
        Design Group

STATE OF UTAH  )
    ) ss.
COUNTY OF GARFIELD )

 On February ___, 2005, personally appeared before me Curtis K. Oberhansly, personally known to me (or proved 
to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence) to be the person whose name is subscribed to the within instrument and 
acknowledged to me that he executed the same in his authorized capacity, and that by his signature on the instrument the 
person, or the entity upon behalf of which the person acted, executed the instrument.

 WITNESS my hand and official seal. ___________________________________
       NOTARY PUBLIC

STATE OF UTAH  )
    ) ss.
COUNTY OF GARFIELD )

 On February ___, 2005, personally appeared before me Mark M. Austin, personally known to me (or proved 
to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence) to be the person whose name is subscribed to the within instrument and 
acknowledged to me that he executed the same in his authorized capacity, and that by his signature on the instrument the 
person, or the entity upon behalf of which the person acted, executed the instrument.

 WITNESS my hand and official seal. ___________________________________
       NOTARY PUBLIC

    ) ss.
COUNTY OF   )

 On February ___, 2005, personally appeared before me _________________,  an authorized member of Design 
Group, personally known to me (or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence) to be the person whose name is 
subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that he executed the same in his authorized capacity, and 
that by his signature on the instrument the person, or the entity upon behalf of which the person acted, executed the 
instrument.

 WITNESS my hand and official seal. ___________________________________
       NOTARY PUBLIC


